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Only procure zero-emission buses from 2025 onward

A

C40 Fossil-Fuel-Free Streets Declaration

In September 2019, the DKI Jakarta Provincial Government declared 
their commitment to participate in Fossil-Fuel-Free-Streets, initiative 
carried out by C40 Cities which already followed by 34 other cities 
around the world

Background
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Ensure the most areas of Jakarta City are emission-free by 2030

B

Rilis media C40: https://www.c40.org/press_releases/green-healthy-streets-september
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https://www.c40.org/press_releases/green-healthy-streets-september


Jakarta City Action Plan on the Commitment of Fossil-Fuel-Free Streets
BACKGROUND
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A1. Implementation of 100 electric buses on existing routes by the end of 
2020

A2. Switching 50% of the Transjakarta fleet into electric buses by 2025

B1. As part of the Jakarta City Air Quality Improvement Program. The DKI 
Jakarta Provincial Government will start planning the implementation of 2 
low emission zones with studies and trials targeted for completion in 2021 
and strengthening regulations with Regional Regulations in 2022

B2. Accelerate the implementation of 'push policies' that include vehicle 
restrictions with an odd-even system, increase parking rates in areas that 
are well served by public transport, and charge traffic jams. The regulations 
for the 2 action plans will be finalized in 2020

https://www.c40.org/other/green-and-healthy-streets
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https://www.c40.org/other/green-and-healthy-streets
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Page 40 of the Green and Healthy Street document by 
C40 Cities. 
https://www.c40.org/other/green-and-healthy-streets

JAKARTA PLEDGES TO LEAVE NO 
ONE BEHIND IN CLIMATE ACTIONS

The global climate disaster is unfair. It is 
caused by the very few but will hit the poor and 

vulnerable the hardest. In full 
acknowledgement of such environmental crisis, 

Jakarta Capital City Government pledges to 
place inclusivity at the core of its climate 

actions.

We have started adaptation measures, 
prioritising coastal community groups and 

fishermen community that will be most 
impacted by rising sea level. We have begun 

actively involving women, youth and 
marginalised communities through our Climate 

Village and Ambitious City Promise 
programmes.

We took input from grassroot community 
seriously in improving the walkability, access to 

clean water and quality of life in 
neighborhoods in general through our 

Community Action Planning programme.

And with collaborations with development 
partners, we will continue to do so for our 
upcoming revision of Climate Action Plan.

It was conveyed by the Governor of DKI Jakarta to 
C40 Cities in the context of participating in the 

Fossil-Fuel-Free Streets Declaration.

https://www.c40.org/other/green-and-healthy-streets


ROADMAP of ELECTRIC BUS 
TRANSJAKARTA
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Electric Bus Implementation Stages
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ROADMAP of ELECTRIC BUS TRANSJAKARTA

TRIAL

PILOT PROJECT

FULL IMPLEMENTATION

● Conducted for 3 months on certain 
bus makes and models.

● To ensure the completeness of vehicle 
legality, obtain vehicle specifications 
(energy efficiency kWh/km), and 
certification of conformity following 
Transjakarta requirements.

● Conducted for 2 years through service 
contract.

● The term of the service contract refer 
to warranty period of the electric bus.

● However, at the end of the second 
year, the cost of maintenance and 
operation will be reviewed

● Continue the service contract from 
pilot project stage for the remaining 
period of the contract.

● Using figures and price calculations 
that are fixed and have complete 
references.

● The operator has prepared all the 
infrastructure needed to able operate 
electric bus well.

● Operators have been certified to be 
able to operate and maintain electric 
bus fleets following to Transjakarta 
specifications.

Each type and model of electric buses proposed to 
be operate under Transjakarta will go through 3 
stages to ensure bus reliability and the readiness of 
APM and Operators.

1
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Implementation Stages Based on Bus Type
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SINGLE BUS & LOW ENTRY

● Trial have already started 
in 2020.

● 100 units of piloting will 
be carried out in 2021 
according to Action-plan.

● Procurement will begin in 
2022 onward. by mixing 
opportunity and ultra fast 
charging technologies.

● Trial have already started 
in 2020.

● Procurement will begin in 
2023 after battery price 
become more economical 
and the mileage can meet 
Transjakarta needs.

● Prepared for opportunity 
charging technology 
considering to provisions 
of the gross vehicle 
weight (GVW) limitation.

MEDIUM BUS ARTICULATED BUS

● Trial and Piloting will be 
carried out in 2022.

● Procurement of 50% will 
proceed in 2023 and 2024, 
then pursuit 100% in 2025 
onward

● Delay due to waiting for 
more efficient battery 
technology.

MICRO BUS

● Trial and Piloting will be 
carried out in 2022.

● Procurement of 50% will 
proceed in 2023 and 2024, 
then pursuit 100% in 2025 
onward

● Delay due to the small bus 
operating model needs 
adjustments in terms of 
the availability of depots 
for charging facilities.

2 ROADMAP of ELECTRIC BUS TRANSJAKARTA
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Composition of Electric Bus Transjakarta 2020-2030
ROADMAP of ELECTRIC BUS TRANSJAKARTA
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ELECTRIC BUS TECHNICAL STUDY 
FOR TRANSJAKARTA
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For those reason, several options or consideration are 
needed in terms of electric bus technology to ensure that 
the four goals can be met. The options are:

A. Selection of battery capacity, between large and 
medium capacity batteries

B. Battery charging strategy, between slow overnight 
charging, fast opportunity charging or up to ultra-fast 
opportunity and pantograph charging

C. Selection material of Bus Body in order to reduce the 
empty weight of the bus

D. Determination of service life (lifetime), to ensure the 
best possible use of the vehicle and battery 

In determining the type of electric bus, in principle, the 
technology chosen should meet the following criteria: 

1. Battery Capacity can meet the daily operation bus 
mileage requirement

2. Mature Technology has been proven used in several 
cities and countries

3. Differences in operating and ownership costs (TCO: 
Total Cost of Ownership) which is not very far 
compared to diesel buses or ICE buses (Internal 
Combustion Engine)

4. Passenger capacity nearly same as ICE Buses

Requirement of Electric Bus

11

ELECTRIC BUS TECHNICAL STUDY FOR TRANSJAKARTA

OBJECTIVE 

3



General Provisions for Electric Buses
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STANDARDIZATION

Standardization and 
certification of products and 
components following 
International Standards and 
Certifications from the 
country of manufacture and 
also should comply to the 
Indonesian National 
Standard (SNI).

Products and components 
must comply with safety 
regulations and requirements 
for protection against electric 
current.

Required in Ministry of 
Transportation degree 
number 44 of 2020

SAFETY NOISE

The maximum noise level is 
47dB

Required in Ministry of 
Transportation degree 
number 44 of 2020

3 ELECTRIC BUS TECHNICAL STUDY FOR TRANSJAKARTA
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3 Criteria of Electric Bus Trial
ELECTRIC BUS TECHNICAL STUDY FOR TRANSJAKARTA

Trial

Energy Consumption Repair

- Millage (km)
- Used energy (kWh)
- Operation time (minute)
- Charging time (minute)
- Number of Passenger
- Trip and road condition

- Availability of procedure (SOP, WI)
- Arrangement and scheduling
- Availability of capable mechanics
- Availability of Tool and Equipment
- Accuracy of execution time

- Availability of guidance
- Support from Principal
- Speed of problem solving
- Accuracy of repair time
- Quality of repair and preventive

Maintenance
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3 Electric Bus Trial - Energy Consumption
ELECTRIC BUS TECHNICAL STUDY FOR TRANSJAKARTA

Results of the 3-month Trial were as follows:
● Energy consumption per kilometer is still consistent on 1.6 km/kWh (Medium C6) and 1.0 km/kWh (Single K9)

Noted:
Trial conditions were carried out during the PSBB where the number of customers and also the road traffic 
conditions were under normal conditions



INVESTMENT REQUIRED FOR 
ELECTRIC BUS
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Overview of Investments

● Training and certification 
related to electric currents

● Training and certification 
from APM and Principal 
related to operation, 
maintenance and repair of 
Electric Buses

● Provision of Personal 
Equipment (PPE) which 
required for work related to 
electricity
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INVESTMENT REQUIRED FOR ELECTRIC BUS

WORKER ELECTRIC BUS

● Price of electric buses and 
chargers currently almost 
three times of ICE Bus 
price, where the most 
expensive component is 
battery

● The trend of battery 
prices has decreased 
significantly in the past 
ten years

CHARGER

● Slow Charger has become 
a package purchase from 
the Electric Bus

● Large investments are 
required to prepare Fast 
and Ultrafast Charger; 
grid include electrical 
network equipment and 
licensing for PLN network 
connection

● Provide representative 
depots for fleets, chargers 
and grid

● Providing an advanced 
Information System to 
manage operation follow 
battery charging scheduling

OPERATION

4



1. Fast Charging operated in depot 
with ratio 1:5 bus

2. Fast charging operation outside 
depot depend on availability of 
area at the terminal

3. Settlement charging station for 
off-peak hour which nearly to 
the corridor / terminus

4. Business and cooperation 
scheme in order to maintain 
electricity supply to terminal 
and settlement area
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A wider depot area to place the 
charger because 1 charger is for 2 
buses maximum

Considering the investment required 
for opportunity charging requires 
more time and preparation, it is 
suggested that overnight slow 
charging be promoted in Phase 1 of 
the pilot project.

Opportunity Charging Needs Slow Charging Needs

4 Comparison of Opportunity and Slow Charging
INVESTMENT REQUIRED FOR ELECTRIC BUS



PILOT PROJECT PLAN 
2020-2022
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2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Pilot Project

2025

Trial

Full 
Implementation

50% EBus

PILOT PROJECT PLAN OF TRANSJAKARTA ELECTRIC BUS

Objective of Pilot Project

Before entering the full implementation phase, where all 
procurement and rejuvenation of fleet will use electric 
buses, a phase called Pilot will be carried out on 2 years 
with the aim:

a. Ensure the suitability of battery technology and the 
selection of charging strategies on various routes

b. Understand and evaluate the cost of assets, operation 
and maintenance of electric buses in term of TCO 
(Total Cost of Ownership)

c. As a learning and preparation stage for bus operators 
towards 2023, where all operators operate electric 
buses

In the pilot project, the type of bus that will be used 
initially is a 12-meter single bus (single bus), for both BRT 
and non-BRT services. Meanwhile, medium bus and 
microbus will follow, and electric articulated buses will 
only be used in early 2025 

Pilot Project stages and deployment plans for each type of bus 

5



Type of bus that will be 
proposed in the Phase-1 of 
Pilot Project is a type of bus 
with a low estimated increase 
in TCO by considering the 
battery capacity in 
operational fulfillment.
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BUS CHARGING

Type of charging that will be 
proposed in the Phase-1 Pilot 
project is type of Charging with 
the lowest investment that can 
still meet operational targets

ROUTE

Route to be proposed in the 
Phase-1 of Pilot Project are 
both BRT and Non-BRT

The selected route will be 
based on estimation of TCO 
calculation

5 Criteria of Service for Pilot Project

OPERATOR

The procurement of electric 
buses will be carried out by 
operators who will be 
selected by considering 
aspects of financial and 
operational capabilities

The procurement will be 
through a service contract 
that will be proposed by the 
Transportation Agency and 
held by BPPBJ

PILOT PROJECT PLAN OF TRANSJAKARTA ELECTRIC BUS



● Transjakarta will contract with the operator for the electric bus 
pilot project

● The scope of operators for contracts includes:

○ Electric bus investment

○ Charging operation

○ Provision of a depot

○ Maintenance of electric buses

● Regarding the maintenance of electric buses, the operator will 
cooperate with APM (bus providers) to have bus performance 
warranty, including guarantees for battery power during the 
contract period.

● The bus service contract between Transjakarta and the operator is 
quality-based, where the operator is required to provide services 
according to the quality standards set by Transjakarta, and is paid 
according to the kilometers traveled by the bus being run.
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Bus Operator Service Contract5

Bus Maintenance

Body &  AC

Bus Procurement Bus Operation

Facility Investment

Motor

Service Contract Bus

Contract of Procurement
Contract of Maintenance

Battery

TRANSJAKARTA

OPERATOR

APM

PILOT PROJECT PLAN OF TRANSJAKARTA ELECTRIC BUS



BRT Non-BRT

6 6A 6B 6D 9D

Number of Bus 70 30

Length of Route 
Ritase (km) 27,6 31,8 33,0 9,1 31,4

Passenger /Day 35.392 5.148 4.582

Traveling time 
1 Ritase (minute) 93 105 106 38 59

Load Factor 107% 33% 38%

Route of Pilot Project

22

5 PILOT PROJECT PLAN OF TRANSJAKARTA ELECTRIC BUS
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Proposal of 2021 Procurement Schemes5

Number 
of

Bus

Proposal of 2021 Procurement Schemes
Battery 

Capacity
Charging
Strategy

Type of Bus Route Number
of Bus Operator Brand of 

Bus (APM)

100

Single 
(BRT)

6

70

Opr. A APM 1
Medium

( < 300 kWh)

Overnight charging at depot and 
opportunity charging at ending 
terminus or settling terminus 
(off-peak)6A,6B Opr. B APM 2

Single 
(Non-BRT) 6D,9D 30 Opr. C APM 3 Big 

( >300 kWh) Overnight Charging at depot

Noted:
The determination of the number of electric bus fleets in the above table is based on the number of ICE buses 
which currently operating on that route

PILOT PROJECT PLAN OF TRANSJAKARTA ELECTRIC BUS



COST–BENEFIT ANALYSIS
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Savings of 0.468 liters of diesel/km 
will be obtained from switching from 
ICE Bus to Electric Bus

Reference:

1. Fuel consumption in Diesel Power 
Plants is 0.27 liters diesel/kWh

2. The number of Diesel Power Plants 
is only 10% of total existing Power 
Plants in Indonesia

3. ICE bus fuel consumption is 0.495 
liters/km
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The available electricity power which 
is currently not utilized yet is 2,950 
MW or 33% of the installed capacity of 
12,090 MW

5 MW of electricity power needed for 
100 electric buses, will add 0.05% 
utilization 

Saving on imported diesel fuel Utilization of available
electric power

6 COST AND BENEFIT ANALYSIS - BUS LISTRIK TRANSJAKARTA

Economic Benefits Apart From Health Improvement
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THANK YOU


